Phalangeal quantitative ultrasound in 1,719 children and adolescents with bone disorders.
We measured bone properties by phalangeal quantitative ultrasound in 1,719 pediatric patients with bone disorders, classifying them according to fracture status. Quantitative ultrasound discriminated fractured and nonfractured pediatric patients and enabled us to stratify fractured patients into classes according to the severity of the causative trauma (spontaneous, minimal trauma, appropriate trauma fractures). The correlation between quantitative bone measurements and fractures is poorly established in pediatric patients with bone disorders. We correlated phalangeal quantitative ultrasound (QUS) and fracture history in children and adolescents with bone disorders and evaluated the ability of QUS to recognize fractured patients. Amplitude-dependent speed of sound (AD-SoS) and bone transmission time (BTT) were measured in 1,719 pediatric patients with bone disorders and related to fracture history. The patients were classified as (1) spontaneously (77), (2) minimal trauma (101), or (3) appropriate trauma fractured (206), and (4) nonfractured (1,335). The likelihood of fracture according to QUS was calculated as odds ratio per SD decrease (OR/SD), and the effectiveness in discriminating fractured patients was evaluated by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The influence of age, sex, puberty, height, and BMI was explored by respective adjustments and multiple logistic regression. Fractured patients showed significantly reduced AD-SoS and BTT standard deviation score (-0.32 ± 1.54 and -0.78 ± 1.49) compared to nonfractured subjects (0.43 ± 1.63 and -0.11 ± 1.34). QUS measurements paralleled the causative trauma severity, ranging from the lowest values in spontaneously fractured patients to normal values in appropriate trauma fractured subjects. The OR/SD were increasingly higher in appropriate trauma fractured, minimal trauma fractured, and spontaneously fractured patients. At ROC analysis, both parameters proved to have significant discrimination power in recognizing spontaneously and minimal trauma-fractured patients. QUS identifies fractured pediatric patients with bone disorders, reflecting the severity of the causative trauma with a high discrimination power for fragility fractures.